
⋙ Everything must go in an insulated box (with styrofoam cooler) -- we
suggest buying those from Uline in bulk, best pricing, super fast + reliable
delivery.

⋙ Each box will require about 5 pounds of dry ice.  You are required to
put a label on the outside of box as dry ice warning labels (packages will
be sent back if not) that says how much dry ice is included in the box.

⋙ All products must arrive the next day.  Locally here in Baltimore,
packages can be shipped Ground to MD, DC, DE, NJ, NY, PA, + VA and they
are SUPPOSED to arrive the next day.  If you are not in Baltimore, you can
easily by entering your address on the UPS website (or whichever carrier
you decide to go with).  Products can be shipped outside of that radius
but will need to be sent overnight, which can get pretty costly, but it's
doable.....and will get cheaper with volume.

⋙ Everything needs to be packed SO well in the box.  No extra space so
that nothing can bounce around.  Fill any extra space with packing paper
(also recommend ordering from Uline) and pack anything remotely fragile
in an interior box...with more packing paper.- The dry ice should be put on
the top of the product if you need to keep it frozen (cold air sinks) and if
you need to keep it cold / kind of frozen the dry ice should be placed on in
bottom of the box.  Put a dry ice warning label / information sheet in the
box so that customers know how to dispose of it properly.

⋙ You will need to factor in about $25.00-$30.00 for the total cost of
shipping (including packaging, dry ice, shipping label, labor).

Example Cost Analysis:
⋙ Styrofoam Box:  $5.69
⋙ Cardboard Box: $0.92
⋙ Packing Paper: $0.17
⋙ Branded Packing Tape: $0.10
⋙ Dry Ice: $3.30
⋙ Dry Ice Warning Label: $0.09
⋙ Cost of the UPS Ground Shipping Label (8 lb. box): $8.39
⋙ Marketing Materials: $1.20
⋙ Labor (packing box): $1.35
⋙ Product COGS: $10.00

Total COGS: $41.21 

Use this information to help price your product accordingly.  It would be
great if you can comfortably price your products to make 50%.
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